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Abstract: We are interested in the nonlinear stability of the Eckhaus-stable equilibria
of the Swift-Hohenberg equation on the infinite line with respect to small integrable
perturbations. The difficulty in showing stability for these stationary solutions comes
from the fact that their linearizations possess continuous spectrum up to zero. The
nonlinear stability problem is treated with renormalization theory which allows us
to show that the nonlinear terms are irrelevant, i.e. that the fully nonlinear problem
behaves asymptotically as the linearized one which is under a diffusive regime.

1. Introduction

We consider evolutionary problems on the infinite line. Here we are interested
in the nonlinear stability of the bifurcating, spatial periodic, stationary solutions
wo of the Swift-Hohenberg equation with respect to small integrable, non-periodic
perturbations. Under stability we understand the following generalization of the usual
stability definition {β\ = &2)

Definition 1. Let ^1,^2 be Banach spaces and let St be an evolution operator.
A fixed point u$ = Stuo is called (£Sι9$2)-stable under St if the following holds:
For all μ > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that from \\υ — uo\\@ί < δ follows that
\\Stv — uo\\@2 < μ for all t ^ 0. The point UQ is called asymptotically (βuffl-i)-
stable if additionally lim^oo Stv = UQ in £$2 holds.

The first step in stability proofs is the examination of the spectrum of the lineariza-
tion around UQ. AS always for translationally invariant problems the linearization
around the nontrivial ground state wo possesses dxu0 as eigenvector to the eigen-
value zero. Since zero is the maximal eigenvalue and no Jordan-block appears the
stability question has to be answered through the nonlinear terms. In cases of an
appearing spectral gap between zero and the negative eigenvalues center manifold
theory applies to prove nonlinear stability. The center manifold is usually equal
to the family of stationary solutions {uo(s + ) 15 G 1R}. Thus, asymptotic phase
theory [He81] predicts that every solution nearby the center manifold converges to
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exactly one equilibrium. This theory applies for some problems on the infinite line
([He81,PW94, Ha94]) or if we assume in our problem spatial periodicity.

Under small non-periodic, integrable, perturbations the linearization of our prob-
lem around the ground-state UQ possesses continuous spectrum up to zero without
any spectral gap. Therefore center manifold theory is not applicable. The most
powerful existing tool to handle such problems is the method of diffusive stability.
The simplest example, where this method applies, is the nonlinear stability ofwΞO
in dtu = uxx + up with x G 1R and p > 3. Solutions to initial conditions in L°° can
explode in finite time, but solutions to initial conditions w|ί=o with ||w|ί=o||£injίoo < δ
stay small in Lλ Π L°° for all times, if δ > 0 is sufficiently small and p > 3 (cf.
[CEE92]). The solutions tend to zero as t~ι/2 in L°° and stay bounded in Lι for
t —> oo. Since this is the same behavior as for the linearized equation, one says that
the nonlinearity is asymptotically irrelevant for this problem. This method was used
in [CEE92, CE92, Ka94] to show for instance the diffusive stability of the Eckhaus-
stable spatial periodic solutions in the real (i.e. real coefficients) Ginzburg-Landau
equation. The same idea of irrelevant nonlinearities is also used in [GJK93] for the
stability proof of viscous shock profiles for a different linearized problem.

Let us introduce the spaces Hm(n). A function is in Hm(n) if x \-+ (1 +
x2)n/2u{x) is in Hm. Perturbations u( ,0) e H2(2) for linear one-dimensional dif-
fusion problems dtu = uxx behave asymptotically as

sup u(x9t)-—=Ue
2t

-*7(40 ^ 0(1/0, for t->oo (1)

with U = fu\t=odx. From this follows the (//2(2),Z°°)-stability of u = 0. So-called
renormalization theory allows us to show this behavior also for the solutions of
the nonlinear problem dtu = uxx + up under the above restrictions, where now U =
U(u\t=o). Simply said the renormalized solutions (2^/πi) u(x\ft,t) converge towards

Ue~x /4. In [BK92] this method is used to show the asymptotic behavior for the
perturbations of the stationary solutions and in [BK94, Ga94] for the marginal stable
front solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation.

Different approaches for the stability proof of the front solutions are used in
[Ki92,EW94]. In [Wa94] the invariant manifold approach is made applicable for
diffusive stability problems by rescaling the solutions.

The Ginzburg-Landau equation appears as a so-called modulation equation in
the description of more complicated systems, for instance for the description of
pattern formation in Benard's problem [NW69] or in the Taylor-Couette problem.
It can be derived for weakly unstable systems for which the linear stability analysis
predicts a pattern of almost spatial periodic nature. In the last years approximation
properties ([CE90b,vH91,Sch94b]), attractivity of the so described set of solutions
([Eck93,Sch95]), and uppersemicontinuity of the original system artractor towards
the Ginzburg-Landau attractor ([MS95]) have been shown. So it is natural to ask
if the above stability results which have been obtained for the modulation equation
also hold for the associated original systems.

Recent papers have shown that good model problems for the mathematical ex-
amination of the Ginzburg-Landau formalism are the Swift-Hohenberg and the
Kuramoto-Shivashinsky equation. Thus, we consider here the nonlinear diffusive
stability of the spatial-periodic stationary solutions of the Swift-Hohenberg equa-
tion. Moreover, we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of their perturbations.
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For this problem the same main difficulties appear as for the hydrodynamical prob-
lems, but with less technical details.

The Swift-Hohenberg equation

dtu = -(1 + d2

xfu + ε2u - u\ ( ^ 0 , i e I R ) (2)

possesses for small ε2 > 0 a three-parametric family of stationary solutions

uo(ω, φ, ε)[x] = ε(\/l - 4ω2/V3)eί{l+εω)xeiφ + c.c + Θ(ε2) = εύ0

with uo(ω,φ9ε)[x] = uo(ω9φ,ε)[x + 2π/(l + εω)] which bifurcate for ε = 0 from
u = 0. Since [Eck65] it is known that the solutions uo(ω,φ,ε) with |4ω2 | < 1/3 +
Θ(ε) are marginally spectral-stable, i.e. that the linearization around these solutions
possesses the spectrum (—oo,0]. Therefore, these solutions are called Eckhaus-
stable. The spectrally unstable solutions are called Eckhaus- or sideband-unstable.

For three decades it was an open question if these solutions are really nonlinear
stable on the infinite line under small non-periodic, integrable, perturbations. Our
main result is as follows.

Theorem 2. There exists a εo > 0 such that the following holds. Fix ω, φ9 and
ε G (0,εo) such that UQ, = uo(ω9φ9ε) is an Eckhaus-stable stationary solution of
(2). Then there exists a strictly positive constant Q(ω,ε) such that the following
holds. Let u$ + v\t=o be an initial condition for (2), where v\t=o is sufficiently
small in a later on described space $ of initial conditions. Then the perturbation
v behaves asymptotically as

v(x,t) = -^Ae~χ2/(4C^ε)t)dxύ0(ω, φ,ε)[x] + Θ(tp~ι) for t -> oo

and each p e (0,1/2) in L°°. Here A G 1R is a constant which only depends on
the initial conditions. From this follows the (&, L°° )-stability of UQ. We have the
asymptotics C\(ω,ε) = 0(1) and A = Θ(l) for ε-> 0.

The exact result is formulated in Theorem 15 and in the following corollaries.
This asymptotic behavior is exactly what is expected after combining the approxima-
tion result (cf. [vH91]) for the Ginzburg-Landau approximation with the diffusive
stability result ([BK92]) for the associated solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equa-
tion. See (26). Unfortunately this combination does not allow us to prove Theorem
2. Our proof is essentially based on an explicit representation of the linearisa-
tion around w0. The functional analytic set-up is similar to the one for the linear
Schrόdinger equation with spatial periodic potential. Therefore our method does not
allow us at the moment to approach the nonlinear stability of the marginal sta-
ble front solutions of the Swift-Hohenberg equation or to transfer further results
of [BK92] to the Swift-Hohenberg problem. The first problem would transfer the
result of [BK94,Ga94] to an original system, but it is expected to be much more
complicated. This will be the subject of further research. For the linear stability
analysis of this problem see [CE87]. Generalizations of the results stated here to
real applications as there are Benard's problem or the Taylor-Couette problem are
planned in future work. Since the mathematical theory of the Ginzburg-Landau
formalism for these problems is already developed in [Sch94b] we do not expect
conceptual difficulties in transferring the above result from the Swift-Hohenberg
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equation to the hydrodynamical applications, although the functional analytic set-up
for real applications becomes more complicated.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we compute the spectrum.
Then we introduce the Ginzburg-Landau formalism and renormalization theory. In
the fourth section we prove the nonlinear stability result for the Eckhaus-stable
stationary solutions of the Swift-Hohenberg equation.

2. Spectral Properties

The first step in stability proofs is always the examination of the linearized problem.
This problem is already treated in several papers (cf. [Eck65,CE87,CE90a]). Since
the linear stability analysis shows us how to handle the nonlinear problem we
recall it. Additional to the spectral properties we gain a useful representation of
the linear semigroup which allows us to analyse the asymptotic behavior of the
perturbations. Our presentation of this subject is based on [Mi94]. In favor of clarity
we consider first the spectral stability of ι/0(0,0,ε) which is simply denoted by wO

We take the solution UQ as the new origin of the Swift-Hohenberg equation and
obtain

dtυ = J(v + Nλ(v) (3)

with
Jtv = - ( 1 + dlfv + s2v - 3u2

0v and Nχ(υ) = -3u0v
2 - v3.

Linearizing (3) around D Ξ O gives the eigenvalue problem

= μv . (4)

We are looking for μ G (C such that (4) possesses non-trivial uniformly bounded
solutions υ. The first observation is made by considering (4) in Fourier space. The
space of functions with wave-number support Z/ = {k = m -f l\m G Z} is invariant
under the action of Jί, where / G IR is a fixed real number. Since Z/ and Z/+i
coincide it suffices to restrict to / G [—1/2,1/2). So it is natural to search for eigen-
functions in these invariant subspaces. Since every wave-number is contained in
exactly one Z/ we can expect that the constructed eigenfunctions span the whole
space.

In physical space the invariance of Z/-supported functions implies that Jί leaves
the space of functions of the form wι(x)eιlx with w/(x) = W/(JC + 2π) invariant.
Inserting this into (4) gives

Jiiwi := - ( 1 + (// + dxffwι + ε2wι - 3u%wi = μwi. (5)

For fixed / this problem is self-adjoint for wι G £per(0,2π). Therefore, all eigenval-
ues are real. The operator Jίi : H*Qτ —» L2

eτ has a compact resolvent {Jίi — μld.)~ι

for some μ G C. From this follows the existence of a discrete set of eigen-
values

{μj(ε2,1) G <C| j G N , μj ^ μj+x -+ - o o for j -^ oo}

and a corresponding set of eigenfunctions {fj(s2,l)\ j G IN} for fixed /. We nor-

malize fj such that ||7/(ε2,/, )IL2(0,2π) = L
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It remains to compute these eigenvalues. It is easy to see that for fixed
l\ > 0, there exist ε0, σo(h) > 0 such that for all ε G (0,ε0) and all |/| > l\
all eigenvalues fulfill μy (/) < —σo For / = ε = 0 the eigenvalue problem can
be solved explicitly. We obtain a two-dimensional subspace corresponding to the
zero eigenvalue. All other eigenvalues fulfill again μ/(/) < — σo = ^ O ) There-
fore ^(/,ε,μ)w = Jί{l,ε)w — μw = 0 has to be solved with respect to w(l,ε) for
/,ε,μ small. In [Mi94] this problem is handled as a bifurcation problem. We
always have the trivial solution w = 0 for all /, μ, and ε. Solutions can bifur-
cate from this trivial branch if (δw^(l, ε, 0 ) ) " 1 does not exist and so the implicit
function theorem cannot be applied to continue the trivial branch. We know al-
ready that δw^(0,0,0) = «/#(0,0) is not invertible and has a two-dimensional kernel
spanned by U\ = sinx and ί/2 — cos x. Thus we apply the method of Lyapunov-
Schmidt to compute the bifurcating solutions. Let P be the orthogonal projection on
this kernel and let w = aU\ + bU2 + 'V with (1 - P)iT = rΓ. The hyperbolic part
(1 — P)^(l,ε,μ,a,b,i^) — 0 possesses the resolution Ψ* = i^(l,ε,μ,a,b). Inserting
this into P@(l, ε, μ,α, b, *V) = 0 gives the bifurcation equation

p-μ -id \ f 4 &(l * + \μ\) &(\l\ + W)\ \ a

iδ p + c{ε)-μ)+ κ '\G{\l\ + \μ\) &(l2 + \μ\) I \ \b

with

p = -4/ 2 - I4, δ = -4/ 3 , c(ε) = -2ε 2 + Θ(ε4).

Computing μi>2(/,ε) in such a way that the determinant of <§\ vanishes, gives the
curve of eigenvalues μ\ and μ2.

Lemma 3. There exist /o,εo > 0 such that for all \l\ ^ |/0 | and ε e [0,εo] the
eigenvalues μi? 2 have the following expansion:

μx(ε\ I) = -cj(ε)/2 + Θ{f\ μ2(ε2, /) = -2ε 2 - c2(ε)/2 + Θ(l4 + ε 4 ) ,

where c\(ε) = 4 + ^(ε 2).

Corresponding to these curves of eigenvalues is a family of eigenfunctions /i, 2(ε 2, /).
They have the following useful property.

Lemma 4. Fix ω, φ and ε. Then the eigenfunction f\ can be expanded as f\(l) =
go + ilg\ + 0(/2), where go,g\ G H2(0,2π) are real-valued functions.

Proof We have go = dxuo/\\dxuo\\L2^πy The operator Jti is of the form J4\ =
A + ilB + Θ(l2), where 4̂ and B are real operators. This holds also for general
uo(oo,φ,ε). For this see [Mi94]. The eigenvalues μ\ fulfills μi(/) = Θ(l2). Let h\ G
Z2(0,2π) also be real-valued. Inserting the ansatz / i(/) = #o + HQI + ^1 + 0{l2)
into Jtιf\(l) = μ\(l)f\(l) gives for the ^-order terms: iAg\ + Ah\ + iBg0 = 0.
Thus /*i G ker^4, i.e. /̂ i || go or /zi = βdxuo for a jβ G R. Since we have normalized
/1 we have to choose β = 0. D

Note that the normalization plays no role in the proof of (33). Summarizing our
result gives the following picture.
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Remark. 5. For general uo(ω,φ,ε) the action of Jί leaves the space of func-
tions with Fourier support Z ;

1 + ε ω = {k = (1 + εω)(m + /)|/w e Z} invariant. So the
same procedure works. The picture of eigenvalues looks like that above for
all Eckhaus-stable solutions uo(ω9φ,ε) if 4ω2 < 1/3 + 0(ε). In general the crit-
ical eigenvalue looks like μi(/) ~ —Ci(ω,ε)/2 + ..., where 0 < C\(ω,ε) —> 0 for
4ω2 -> 1/3 + Θ(ε). See [Mi94].

Until now we have shown spectral stability. Before we establish the nonlinear
stability result for the Swift-Hohenberg equation, let us explain the existing result
for the Ginzburg-Landau equation. This will make clear what has to be done.

3. Ginzburg-Landau Formalism and Renormalization Theory

In this section we give a brief introduction to the so-called Ginzburg-Landau for-
malism and to renormalization theory. As already said the Ginzburg-Landau equa-
tion can be derived as a modulation equation for the Swift-Hohenberg equation.
The existing diffusive stability results for the stationary solutions of the Ginzburg-
Landau equation have motivated us to show a similar result for an original system.
Therefore it is natural to compare the two stability results. Hence the Ginzburg-
Landau formalism is introduced first. To establish the nonlinear stability result we
use renormalization theory. The application of this method is explained for the
simplest possible model problem. If you are familiar with the Ginzburg-Landau
formalism and renormalization theory you can skip the following section.

3.1. Ginzburg-Landau Formalism. In this paper we start the investigation with a
simple model problem in one space dimension. In future work we will treat gen-
eralizations to hydrodynamical applications, as there are Benard's problem in a
strip or the Taylor-Couette problem. The simplest example where the Ginzburg-
Landau formalism applies is the Swift-Hohenberg equation (2) we consider. Lin-
earizing (2) around W Ξ O gives solutions of the form v(x91) = eλt+ιkx

 9 where
λ(k,ε2) = —(1 - A:2)2 + ε2. One observes that λ(k,ε2) is positive for k close to ±1
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with height Θ(ε2) and width Θ(ε). Therefore the stability curve is given by the
following picture:

bifurcation-

parameter ε

stable

wave-number k

Fig. 2.

The same stability curve appears for many problems, in particular for the above
mentioned hydrodynamical problems. Due to the stability curve, it is natural to
expect that for small ε2 > 0 the long-time behavior of (2) is described by bifurcating
solutions u, which behave approximately as

u = φε(A) := εA(X,T)eix + εA(X,T)e~ (6)

with slow time scale T = ε2t and large spatial scale X = εx. This ansatz for u is
the starting point of the Ginzburg-Landau formalism, and formally equating equal
powers in ε and eιx to zero shows that the complex valued amplitude A — A{X,T) G
(C should satisfy a Ginzburg-Landau equation

dτA = 4d2

xA + A - 3\A\2A . (7)

Recent work (see [CE90b,KSM92,vH91,Sch94a,Sch94b]) has demonstrated that
the Ginzburg-Landau formalism provides a valid approximation in the sense that
ϊί(t,x) = ψε(A) approximates a true solution u of (2), whenever A solves (7). More-
over, in [Eck93, Sch94c, Sch95] the attractivity property of the set of solutions in
the form (6) was shown. The original system is only reflected in the coefficients of
the Ginzburg-Landau equation which can be complex-valued.

3.2. The Diffusive Stability Result for the Ginzburg-Landau Equation. In polar
coordinates A(X, T) = r(X, τ)eίφ{XJ) the Ginzburg-Landau equation (7) is given by

δΓφ =

- 4{dxφ)2r + r - 3r3

(8)

It is easy to see that (r, φ) = (y/l — 4ω2/y/3,ωx + φo) defines a two-parametric

family of stationary solutions Ao(ω,φo)= Λ/(1 — 4ω2)/3e/ ( ω x + (^o ). The lineariza-

tion around a member of this family (r, φ) = (Λ/1 — 4CO2/Λ/3 + s, ωx + φo + ψ) pos-

sesses eigenfunctions (s, φ) = (sιeιlx,ψιeιlx) and corresponding eigenvalues

= -4/ 2 - (1 - 4ω2) ± ^ ( l - 4 ω 2 ) 2 + 64ω2/2
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Since λ\(ω,0) = 0 and dιλ\(ω,0) = 0 (which follows from λ\(ω, I) = λ\(ω, — /)), it
is clear that the sign of d2λ\(ω,0) answers the question about positive eigenvalues.
It is easy to compute that for 4ω2 > 1/3 instability occurs.

Let us consider ω = 0 which corresponds to ω = 0 in (2). Here we have
λ\ = -4/ 2 and λ2 = — 2 — 4/2. These eigenvalues correspond to μ\ and μ2 in (2).
Recalling the above Ginzburg-Landau scalings shows again that μ2 in (2) can only
be negative of order Θ(ε2).

Now we are at the same point as we are for the Swift-Hohenberg problem. The
linearization possesses continuous spectrum up to zero, so stability is determined
by the nonlinear terms. In our PDE-situation it is nearly impossible to conclude
stability from the form of the nonlinearity, but see also [EW94]. Therefore we need
a method which works without much knowledge of the nonlinear terms.

The coordinates corresponding to λ2 are exponentially damped. So all difficulties
come from the curve λ\ = —At1. A similar curve λ\ = —k2 appears after Fourier
transforming u ι—> ̂ u = ύ = ^ J u(x)e~ιkxdx, the heat equation dtu = uxx on the
real line. For this equation we have the asymptotic behavior

sup \yftu{χyfut) - y/nu(0,0)e~x2/4\ = Θ(l/y/i), (9)
X

for u\t=o G H2{2). Since the curves λ\ and λ\ are both parabolas, the same behav-
ior can be proved for the perturbations of the linearization around the stationary
solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation. Looking more closely to the proof of
this linear result shows that only the asymptotic parabola shape of λ\ at the wave-
number / = 0 plays an important role and not the fact that a diffusion equation is
considered. Therefore one can expect that due to the form of μi a similar result
holds for dtv = Jίv.

For the nonlinear stability let us consider first the nonlinear diffusion equa-
tion dtu = uxx + up. It is known that u = 0 is classical stable in Lι ΠL°°, whenever
p > 3. In [CEE92] this idea was transferred to the stability question for the station-
ary solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation. With the renormalization approach
([BK92]) the asymptotic behavior (9) for the perturbations and the (//2(2),L°°)-
stability can be shown for the nonlinear problems, too.

Although center manifold theory does not apply for our stability problem, sup-
pose for the moment that we are able to reduce the whole system to a single
nonlinear master diffusion equation. We are done if we show that in the nonlinear-
ity all low order terms are missing. Before we explain how renormalization theory
allows us to show (9) for the nonlinear problem, let us discuss the question: why
should the low order terms vanish?

At first sight this seems to be a miracle. It becomes clear that it is no miracle
if we consider the Swift-Hohenberg equation with periodic boundary conditions
u(x) = u(x + 2π). We know already that the linearization around UQ = uo(O,O,ε)
possesses one zero eigenvalue which corresponds to the translation-invariance of
the problem. All other eigenvalues are negative and bounded uniformly away from
the imaginary axis. (This is the case / = 0.) Thus center manifold applies to prove
the nonlinear stability via asymptotic phase theory. In our case it is equal to the
family of stationary solutions. Thus the reduced system on the center manifold
vanishes identically. Therefore there is no nonlinearity at all to the zero eigenvalue
which corresponds to 1 = 0. This is a first hint that the nonlinearity vanishes up to
the order we need.
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3.3. Introduction to Renormalizatίon Theory. In this section we explain the use
of renormalization theory (cf. [BK92]) in analysing the asymptotic behavior of
the perturbations for nonlinear diffusion problems. As an introductory example we
consider the above nonlinear diffusion equation

dtu = uxx + up, ( x e R ) , (10)

with p > 3. For simplicity assume additionally p G N. Let us introduce again
// m (R, C) as the Sobolev-space for which the derivatives up to order m are in
L2(IR,<C). A function u lies in Hm{n\ if x h-> u(x)(l + |x|2)"/2 lies in Hm. It is
well known that Fourier transform is an isomoφhism from Hm(n) into Hn{m). It
is a continuous mapping from Lx into L°°, but not vice versa.

3.3.1. Linear Diffusive Stability. In Fourier space the diffusion equation δtu — uxx is

given by dtύ = —k2ύ. The solutions are given by ύ(k, t) = e~k 'z2(&,0). We have

in

11*11™ ^ c\\ύ\\Hn{m) = c ί fΣ(dJ

kΰ)2(i

It is easy to see that these estimates are shaφ. Thus (J*,7fm(«))-stabiliry cannot be
expected for n > 0, where M stands for some Banach space.

Solutions to diffusion equations decay in a characteristic way to zero. This can
be observed by rescaling the solutions by (J£?i/z,w)(£) = ύ(k/L).

Since \ύ(a) - ύ(a)\ ^ C|α - ft|min(1'max(0'/I-1/2))||M||^, we obtain for the solu-
tions

2

0 e - k l \ \ H » ( m ) ^ \\e-k\ύ(klL)\t=0-ύ(0)\t=ϋ\\\Hn(m)

Thus, the optimal decay rate is obtained for n ^ 3/2. In x-space we have (9) and
(1). From (1) follows the (//2(2),L°°)-stability.

3.3.2. The Nonlinear Case. Now we consider the nonlinear problem (10).

Theorem 6. The solution u = 0 of (10) is (H:ί(2),L°°)-stable. There exists a δ > 0
such that for all initial conditions 6>/(10) with \\uo\\H2(2) < δ the following holds.
There exists an A* G IR depending on uo such that the solutions u with u\t=o — u$
behave asymptotically for t —* oo as

2/ = (9(Γ™V>P~W2) . (12)

Proof. After the considerations of the last section it remains to show (12). Using
the fact that the Fourier transform is an isomoφhism in H2{2) we may write (10) as

dtύ = ~k2ύΛ-up , (13)

where *p denotes the p-timQs convolution (u * v){k) = j u(k — l)v(l)dl. With the

scalings k=K/Ln, t=L2nT, and L > 1 we obtain for υn(K9T) = u(k9t) the equation

dτvn = -K2vn + (L«3-ri)υ*nr9 (14)
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where we have used

£eLu * SeLυ = -&L{u * v) and

3C> O\/u,v e H\m) : \\u * v\\Hn(m) ^ C\\u\\Hn{m)\\υ\\Hn{m) (15)

if m > 1/2, due to Sobolev's embedding theorem. We denote constants uniformly
by C if they can be chosen independent of L.

Equivalently to the solution of (13) on the time interval [l,oo) with initial
condition ύ\t=\ is the following process:

1) n= 1: Equation (14) is solved on the time interval [l/L2,1]. Then ££\JLV\( , 1)

is taken as the initial condition for n = 2, i.e. v2( , l/L2) = <S^\/LV\( , 1).

2) n —> « + 1: Equation (14) is solved on the time interval [l/L2,1]. Then <£\jL

vn(',l) is taken as the initial condition for n + l, i.e. υn+\{ , l/L2) =

Thus we have

2 / 2 )+r(3-^ / e-^-^O^)^. (16)
1/12

To control the magnitude of the solutions on the time interval [l/L2,1] we need

Lemma 7. Let ||^-i|r=i||//2(2) < δ and δ < L~a for some α > 5. Then there exist
C\,Lo > 0 such that for all L > LQ we have

R := sup 11^(7)11^2) ^ CλL
5'2-« .

τe[\/L2,\]

Proof We have | |^VLHI// 2(2) = ^5/2\\V\\H2(2) Thus the linear terms in (16) can
be estimated by

sup ||tf .-> e-^V-^hn-ύK/L, l)\\H2{2)
τe[\/L2,\]

S sup ||Λ: .-> e-^^-^^ll^llA- ^ ϋ^KA/L, l)||//2(2) ^ CL5/2(5.
2 ό

For the nonlinear terms we obtain

T

sup
τe[i/L2,\]

J ^ CLn(3~p)Rp

H2(2)

Choosing δ and R in the above way it is easy to see that the right-hand side of
(16) defines a contraction in a ball of radius CL^2~a in C([l/Z2, l],//2(2)) if L
is chosen sufficiently large. Therefore the solution which is the fixed point of this
contraction stays in H2(2) in a ball of the same radius CL5^2~a. Note that the choice
of α is not optimal in this case. D

Now we show the convergence of the points vn\τ=\ towards A*e~κ in H2{2) for

an A* G IR. To do so, let us define the projection Πυn = vn(K — 0) and ψ = e~κ .
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Moreover, we define υn\τ=\ — An\j/ + pn, with pn(K = 0) = 0 and An G 1R. Thus
(16) splits up into

Λ + i =An + ΠLnV-^ J e-κ2V-sXlλ{K9s)ds9

ML1

2 ^ ^ J e-x^-'h ^sϊds
1/Z2

- An+ιφ(K) . (17)

For the terms on the left-hand side we get the following estimates:

a) \\K^L^Pηλ

VL2e-κ2^hγ+ι{K,s)d
b) \Πu\ ί C\\u\\HΪ{2),

c) \\K»e-κ2Q-χlLlϊpn{KIL)\\HH2) ^ {CIL)\\pn\\HH2) (see (11)),

d) \\K ̂  e-κ2V-VL2Unψ(K/L) - An+,ψ(K)\\H2(2) S C\An+x - An\.

Using these estimates we obtain

^ {CIL)\\pn\\H2{2) +

Suppose now that supΓG[1/L2?1] supπ | |^(^)||//2 (2) ύ R and that L>2C. Then it is
clear that ||p«||#2(2) —> 0 for n —> oo. Since the An behave as a geometric serie
there exists an A* such that An —> A*.

We are done if we show the existence of a R > 0 such that supΓ€j-1//Z2 η supw \\υn

(Όll//2(2) ^ ^ Recall that |K|r=i| |//2 ( 2 ) ^ C |Λ | + l|p«||//2(2). Using Lemma 7 it
suffices to show that C\An\ + | |pΛ | |^2 ( 2 ) =: δΛ ^ 2δ0 := 2(C|^ 0 | + ||Po||//2(2)) < L~a

for all Λ and α > 5. We obtain δ Λ + 1 ^ ίΛ + CRpLn{3>~P"> and so | δ Λ + 1 - ί n | ^

2-(»+i) if CRPlP-PΪ < 111, and if 4CR^L(3~^) = 4CLP^2~(χ>>L^~P) ^ L~α. To
fulfill these assumptions we have to choose L > Lo for a Lo sufficiently large.
Hence (^ < 2SQ.

Since convergence goes as /,-mm(1>/?-3)« and since the convergence holds for all
L e [L0,L

2

0] we have established (12) and the (//2(2),L°°)-stability. D

Remark. 8. Theorem 6 holds for all nonlinearities up(dxύψ as long as p -\-2q >
3. In Fourier space we have (&I/LU)*P * (ik&ι/Lv)*P = LP+lq-ι ^\/L(U * iKv). Thus
derivatives in x-space or vanishing coefficients in Fourier space give higher powers
o f Z " 1 .

4. The Nonlinear Stability for the Swift-Hohenberg Equation

Before we state the exact stability result for the stationary solutions of the
Swift-Hohenberg equation in Theorem 15 we need some notations. We introduce
the used functional analytic set-up and generalize the concept of so-called mode-
filters. With these preparations the asymptotic behavior of the perturbations and the
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nonlinear stability result can be established. For notational simplicity let us assume
in the following UQ = uo(O,O,ε) = εύ0. In some subsequent remarks we explain how
to handle general uo(ω,φ,ε).

4.L The Functional Analytic Set-Up. Essential for the proof of Theorem 6 in
the last section was the representation of the linear evolution operator by Fourier
transform. For our problem we need similarly a representation of the semigroup

generated by Ji through e μ i ( / ) ί ^ e~41 ί. Fourier transform has to be generalized
(cf. [RS72] Vol. 4 Ch. 16) to obtain such a representation of this semigroup. The
eigenfunctions eιkx of usual Fourier transform have to be replaced by the eigen-
functions wj(x)eί7x of M, with W/(JC) = wj(x + 2π), / G [-1/2,1/2), which were
computed before.

Similarly to the fact that Fourier transform is an isomorphism in L2 or H2(2) we
need estimates for the representation by the eigenfunctions w^(x)ez/x. Our starting
point is the following relation:

1/2

u(x) = feikxύ(k)dk = Σ I eι{l+j)xύ(j + l)dl
yez-i/2

1/2 1/2

= / Σ,ei{l+j)xύ{j + l)dl= J e^ύ^dl, (18)
-1/2 JGZ -1/2

where ύ\{x) — Σjez ^U + l)eij'x The sum and the integral may be interchanged
due to Fubini's theorem for u G £f> where 5^ is the space of Schwartz-functions,
i.e. Sf contains functions which are sufficiently smooth and decay sufficiently fast
for |*| —> oo. We have

1/2
2 2k = 2πΣ I Hj + lfdl

jez-\/2

1/2 1/2 2π

= 2π / Σ\ΰU + 0\2dl= J Jlύiix^dxdl,
-1/2 jeZ -1/2 0

where we have used that Fourier transform is an isomorphism in L2. The same
formula with regularity and weights looks like

r=0

n 1/2

I
r=0jeZ-\/2

n 1/2

r=o-\/2jez
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n m 1/2 2π

I I Wkδ%{x)\2dxdi
r=0f =0-1/2 0

691

2 r Λ . (19)

Definition 9. Let m,n G No. Then, we define the spaces

Z\m) = //;er([-l/2, l/2),//p

m

er[0,2π)) and jSf(/») = H^([-l/2,1/2), l\m)),

where l\m) = {u : Z -> <C| |M| / 2 ( m ) = £ , e Z I^Pί 1 + ^ 2 ) m / 2 < °o}.

The different representations in (18) and the estimates (19) allow us to define linear
mappings between these spaces. Compare also with [RS72] Vol. 4 Ch. 16.

Definition 10. Let m,n e No. Then we define linear mappings

: Hm(n) -> H\m): (x e K.

: H"(m)

e [-1/2,1/2)

= — \ u{x)e~ihcdx\ ,

€ [-1/2,1/2)

[-1/2,

€ [-1/2,1/2) h-> «,(*) =

/ ύ,(x)eUxdl

Lemma 11. 77ze mappings ^,
C = C(m,n) > 0

, ̂ 3 ^ r ^ isomorphisms. For fixed m,n exists

|

I

\

|

=

Proof. This follows directly from (19) and from ^ 3 0 ^ 0 ^ 0 ^ = id. D

We introduce the abbreviation J = ̂ o <fxo ̂  \ H2(2) -> ^ 2 ( 2 ) . For the proof
of the asymptotic behavior of the perturbations we work in the space i^2(2). We
denote the operation in ££2(2) which is associated to the pointwise multiplication
• in H2(2) by *, i.e. for u,v e ^2(2) we define u*v = J{J~xu-J~λv). We have
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for le [-1/2,1/2)

(u * υ)ι{x) = Σ J u(l +j ~ m)v(m)dmeiJx

j R

1/2

-1/2 7 k

1/2

= / Mμ«(lK(l)ά. (20)
-1/2

To handle the asymptotic behavior of the solutions we introduce the following
renormalization operator S^\/L and the scaled spaces ^n

L(m).

Definition 12. Let m,neTN. Then we define the spaces &n

L(m) = H£QY([-L/2,L/2),
#™r(0,2π)) and the mappings

%n{m) -> 2£n

L{m)

ύι(x) ^ ύιlL{x) '

From the Ginzburg-Landau formalism we know that the attracted neighborhood
should be of order Θ(ε) in L°°. Therefore we rescale (3) in such a way that the
solutions of the rescaled equation are of order Θ{\) for ε —> 0. Thus we introduce
v £ ̂ \ιE{2) by v = J~λ££\/εϋ and consider in the following

= Λv + N2(v). (21)

We define the nonlinear interaction *^ in 2tn

L{m) by
(vn*LWn). For notational simplicity we write * instead of *L. We have the fol-
lowing rules:

&Lυn * ̂ Lυn = {\IL)£eL{Όn * υn), ^Lυn * ifLwn = (l/L)^L(vn * wΠ),

/i), with εw0 = w0 , (22)

where the roles of υn and wn can be interchanged.
To control the nonlinear interaction in the spaces ££n

L(m) without loss of powers
of L~λ we have to introduce weights in the /-variable.

Definition 13. We define

{ 2 2 L/2 2π ){ 2 2 / 2π
u e Z2

L{1)\ \\u\\%L{β) = Σ Σ / / | d ί « * ) | 2 ( l +
00

</ /
r=0r=0-L/2 0

Using ||«*t;||L2 ^ ||w|lz,i|Mlz,2 and ||w||Li g Cί||^||//o(1/2+(5) for all (5 > 0 gives the
following estimates. There exists a C > 0 such that for all L ̂  1,

l|Moi>lk(j&) ^ ^l l^oll^^π)^! !^^) a n d

\\u * t; | |^ ( A) g (C/L)!^! !^^)!^! !^^) (23)
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if βι > 1/2 and βι ^ β\ ^ 0. The assertions of Remark 8 are generalized to the
space %(/?) in the following lemma.

Lemma 14. Let f e Cp

2

er([-l/2, l/2),C2((0,2π),C)) with | | / (/ , )||C2((o,2π),c) ^
C\l\y for a y e [09β]. Then, there exists a C > 0 such that for all L > 1 we have

Proof This follows since sup; L
/y^2w21 < C£~y Π

4.2. The Result

Theorem 15. There exists ε$ > 0 swc/z that the following holds. Fix ω, φ, and
ε e (0,ε0) such that (21) is the system corresponding to an Eckhaus-stable solu-
tion uo(ω,φ,ε). Then for all p e (0,1/2) there exist δ, C > 0 such that for all

ϋo e &\/ε(2) with ||#o||^1/ε(2) < δ the following holds. The solutions v — v(l,x,T) E
^i/ε(2) with v\τ=\ = ô and T = ε2t behave asymptotically as

^ cτ-\/2+P for 7 ^ ^ ? (24)

* e 1R w fl constant which only depends on the initial conditions. We have
the asymptotics Cχ(ω,ε) = 0(1), <5 = 0(1), C = 0(1), am/Λ* = 0(1)/or ε -> 0.

Let us translate this result into physical space. With ^*/i(0) λ/π/ v

/ /Ci(ω,ε) = ̂ δ

and ^ = i f 1 / v T i J-^*^~ c i ( ω ' ε ) / 2 / i (0) we obtain in the Z°°-norm

1/2

v(x,t)= J v(l/ε,x,T)eilxdl

-1/2

1/2 1/2

= / A*e~c^)l τl& fλ(0)eilxdl + Θ(T-χl2+P) j R(lVτ/ε,x,t)eiIxdl
-1/2 -1/2

(25)

where we have used R( , , Γ ) G ^ ^ ε ( 2 ) . Thus, we have proved

Corollary 16. /« physical space we have the asymptotic behavior

sup S Cε(ε2t)~ι+P for t -> oo .

Therefore, we can conclude

Corollary 17. The fixed point v = 0 is ( J " 1 jSf1/e^1/e(2), L°°)-stable under the flow
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Let us describe in physical space the set of initial conditions for which such an
asymptotic behavior occurs. Consider (21) and let the perturbations be in ^i/ε(2).
Then in Fourier space the Fourier modes are concentrated in neighborhoods of the
integers with width Θ(ε). In physical space this means that the solutions of (2) can
be written as εύo + ^2nεAn{εx)eιnx, where ||A||//2(2) ύ Cδ = $(1). Therefore the
attracted neighborhood is of the same order as the solution in powers of ε in L°°.
The fact An £ H^ comes from the weight in ^i/ε(/?). The following corollary holds.

Corollary 18. There exist εo, δ > 0 such that the following holds. Let V$ =
{A £ H2(2)\ \\A\\H2(2) < δ} be a neighborhood AQ + V$ of the equilibrium Ao

of the Ginzburg-Landau equation (7). Then for all ε £ (0,ε0) the assertions of
Theorem 15 hold for all initial conditions in the set J£εJ\J/ε(Vδ) C (W\/ε(2).

Note that the renormalization process for the equilibria of the Ginzburg-Landau
equation can be made in the space H2(2).

Using the attractivity result of [Eck93, Sch94c, Sch95] we know that after a time
Θ(l/ε2) the solutions can be written as

εύo + εAι(εx)eix + c.c. + Θ(ε2) ,

where again |Mi||//2(2)
 = $ 0 ) The functional behaves approximately as a solution

of the Ginzburg-Landau equation. Using the diffusive stability result [BK92] for the
Ginzburg-Landau equation gives formally with X — εx and T — ε2t that

, T)eix + c.c. + Θ(ε2) - 2

) + Θ(ε2). (26)

Since the solutions of the original system can only be approximated via the solutions
of the Ginzburg-Landau equation for t ^ Θ(\/ε2) ([CE90b?vH91,Sch94b]) nothing
can be concluded from this, but it fills our result with more life.

Remark. 19. The main point of the proof is to show that the nonlinear terms are
really irrelevant. The most difficult terms s\ and 2̂ are estimated in the proof of
Lemma 24. For their estimates we need Lemma 14 and Lemma 4. To estimate these
terms we have to choose p > 0. This is explained in Remark 26.

Remark. 20. To handle simultaneously the asymptotic behavior of the pertur-
bations and the stability question, the usual definition of stability is general-
ized. This generalization is natural for problems on the infinite line. This is be-
cause on the infinite line there are function spaces which are essentially different.
For instance, Cj([0, l ] ,R)cI 2 ( [0, l ] , ]R), but neither C^(R,R) C L2(IR,R), nor
L2(R,R) c £

4.3. The Renormalization Process. For notational simplicity we demonstrate first
Theorem 15 for u$ = uo(O,O,ε). A combination of Remarks 5 and 27 demonstrates
the result for all Eckhaus-stable solutions u0 = uo(ω,φ,ε). In [Sch94b] mode filters
are defined which extract the critical, i.e. in [Sch94b] the exponentially increasing,
Fourier modes from a function u. Here we generalize these concepts of mode filters
to extract the diffusive part from a solution. To do so we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 21. Let M G C*er([-l/2,1/2), Lin(H™\,Hpv)). Then (/ .-> u(l)) h-* (/ H->
M(l/L)u(l)) defines a linear mapping from ^n

L{m\) into ^l(m2). There exists a
C > 0 such that for all L ^ 1 we have the estimate

Proof This follows directly from the definition of ¥£n

L(m). D

From the computations in Sect. 2 it is clear that there exists an /0 > 0 such that at
least in a neighborhood (—ε/o,ε/o) C (—1/2,1/2) for fixed / the largest eigenvalue
μ\(l) is bounded away from all others. So for fixed / through the Dunford-integral

a projection on the eigenspace span{/i(/)} is defined, where Γ is a curve in the
complex plane surrounding μ\(l) in the resolvent set. Since (5) is a self-adjoint
problem in Lper(0,2π) the projection P\ is orthogonal in Lper(0,2π) for fixed /.

Next we define a smooth cut-off function χ G CQ° by

^ /o/4

There exist C, εo > 0 such that for all ε G (0, εo) the operator Ec(ε2,l) = χ(l/s)
Pλ{ε\l):Hm^Hm fulfills ||^c||c«er[(-l/(2ε),l/(2ε)),Lin(/f-r,^r)) < C < 00. This
holds, because of the representation of /MO by the Dunford-integral and because
of the orthogonal property.

Definition 22. According to Lemma 21 the multiplier Ec defines the so-called
mode filter Ec : %m(n) -> %m(n\ We define linear mappings ec(l) : H£τ -> <E by

(ec(l)u)f\(l) = Ec(l)u. Moreover, we define Es — id. — Ec. Since Ec and Es are
no projections we define auxiliary mode filters Eh

c and Eh

s by Eh

c(l) — P\(l)χ(2l/ε)

An application of Lemma 21 gives the following estimates.

Lemma 23. There exists C — C(m,n) > 0 independent of ε G (0,εo) such that
for allL > 1/ε we have \\J?ι/LEcJ?Lu\\wL{β) g C\\u\\^{β) and \\^ι/LEs^Lu\\

> Moreover Eh

cEc = Ec, and E^ES = Es.

With these preparations we define the diffusive part uc and the linear exponentially
damped part ύs to be the solutions of

dtuc = Auc + ^&Ec^\ιεN2{uc + us) ,

δtύs = Λύs + &EEs&ι/εN2(uc + fi,), (27)

where ι/c and ύs should additionally fulfill uc = ^εE^^\/εuc and M5 =
The initial conditions are given by uc = ^^Ec^\ιFϋ\t=Q and by us =
Note that the separation of (21) into (27) is not unique. But if we have found
solutions uc and ύs of (27) we also have found a solution of (21) since the sum
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of the two equations in (27) equals (21). Since the solutions of (2) are unique it
suffices to consider one system (27) to show the assertions of Theorem 15.

We modify this system by introducing coordinates

ύs = Λ-ι^εEs^ι/ε(3uouc * uc) + us . (28)

Note that Λ~ι exists for the considered values of / and is of order Θ(ε~2). This
transform simplifies the following calculations. Under this transform (27) becomes

dtuc = Λuc + N3(uc,us),

dtus = Λus + NA(uC9us), (29)

where

Ni,(uc,us) = ^εEc^ι/εN2(uc + Λ~λ^&ES^IIE{3UQUC * uc) + us),

N4(uc,us) = ^εEs^ι/εN2(uc + Λ~ι^εEs^ι/ε(

χ u c ) ] .

We start the renormalization process with noting that the dynamics happens on the
Ginzburg-Landau time scale. Thus, we scale the diffusive part uc as

vn(K,x,T) = uc(K/L",x,L2nT/ε2).

The scaling of the exponentially damped part comes from the following considera-
tions. By the above coordinate transform the quadratic terms in uc are eliminated.
Thus, if uc\t=L2 has a decay rate l/Ln, then us\t=L2 has a decay rate \jL?n for n —• oo.
Therefore we scale

wn(K,x9 T) = L2n{l-p)us(K/Ln,x,L2nT/ε2) with p e (0,1/2) .

This scaling seems not to be optimal {p = 0), but it is, and it has the advantage
that in this limit the variables wn converge towards 0. Under these scalings the
variation of constant formula for (29) is written as

ε-2L2" f

^ / eL2"e~2Λ^τ-^Ns(vn(τ), wn{τ)) dτ , (30)
i/i2

with

Λc

n = <£ilL«Eh

cϊ£\,tΛϊ£Ln, As

n =

Nc(vn,wn) = ^/LnN3(vn,L^P-l)wn), Ns{vn,wn) =
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We proceed as above. Equivalently to the solution of (29) on the time interval
[l/ε2,oo) with initial conditions (wc,w5)|ί=1/ε2 is the following process:

1) n= 1: Equation (30) is solved on the time interval [l/L2,1]. Then (J?\/LV\)
( 9x9 1), i?i/£W>i( ,JC, 1)) is taken as the initial condition for n — 2, i.e. v2( ,x9 l/L2)
= &ι/Lυι( 9x,l) and w2( . 9x9 l/L2) = JS?i/£wi( ,x, 1).

2) w—>w+l: Equation (30) is solved on the time interval [l/L2,1]. Then

n(' ,x, 1), ̂ I/LWW( 9x91)) is taken as the initial condition for « + l , i.e.
,*, l/L2) = JSfi/Lt;̂  ,x, 1) and ww+1( 9x9 l/L2) = ̂ i / Lw,( 9x91).

To control the magnitude of the solutions on the time interval [l/L2,1] we need

r=i|k£W_1/ε(2) < δ and δ < L~a for

that for all L > L$ we have

Lemma 24.

some a > 5.

Let \\vn_x Γ = i |

Then there ex

sup \\υn(T)

9Ln-l/BV)

ist C2,L0

\WLn/ε(2) H

+
>

|wΛ_i

0 .ywc

h SUp

τe[\/L2,\] (2) ^

Proof See Sect. 4.4. ϋ

In the following we denote constants uniformly by C if they can be chosen inde-
pendent of L and ε. We show now the convergence of the points vn\τ=\ towards

Λ*e-ci(ω' f i)/2/i(/ = 0) for an A* e R and of wn\τ=ι towards 0. To do so, let us
define φ = e~ C l ( ω ' ε ) / /[(/ = 0) and the projection Πυn = vn(K = 0). Moreover, we
define ww|^=i = φn and vn\τ=\ = «̂<A 4- p«, with pn(AΓ = 0) = 0 and 4̂W G IR. Thus
(30) splits up into

An=An^+Πε-2L2" J eL2"*-2ΛC^Nc(vn,
1/12

^ 2 ^ ^ ε~2L2" f e

φn(K) = e'-^W-U^φn

(31)

Note that the initial conditions AQ G IR, po £ ̂ i/ε> a n d φo ^ ^i/£ are of order C(l)
for ε -^ 0. For the terms on the left-hand side we get the following estimates.

Lemma 25. Suppose s u p Γ e Π / L 2 α ] | | ^ ( Γ ) | | ^ n / ε ( 2 ) + sup Γ G Π / L 2 j ] | |w M (Γ) | | ^ / ε ( 2 ) ^ R.

Then for all p e (0,1/2) there exist L0,£0,C > 0, such that for all ε e (0,ε0) and
all L > Lo :

r2n Γ1 Z 2 " £ - 2 4 ( l - τ ) ΛT / W W τ | | <
^ iVcv^«9 wn)u ι\\oy n. (2) =

p-2r2n Γ1 Z2"£

-2r2n(2-p) Γ1 L2 n

ε-
24(l-τ) Λ̂  / ^ w W τ | | <CR2L~2nP
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c) \Πu

d) ||A: I

e ) \\K*

I«/β(2)'

τ ^ n - 2 ,

/ See Sect. 4.4. D

Using these estimates we obtain

Suppose now that sup rG[1/Z/2 j n supw(|| ww(Γ)

j

+ «/ε(2)) ^ R and
L«/ε

choose Z so large that Ce~~CL < 1/2 and L > 2C. Then it is clear that \\φn\\^ n (2)

I I P « I I ^ n (2) ~* ^ ^ o r w ~^ ° ° Moreover , there exists an A* such that ^4n -^^4

T h e n w e have

^ S C(\A* ~An LιA) LiE{)

^ CLn{2p~ι) .

Since this discrete convergence holds for all L £ [LO,LQ] we are done if we show the
existence of a R > 0 such that supτeWL2Λ]supn(\\wn(T)\\yLn/e{2) + lk(ΌlUL λ 7 / ε( 2)) ^

?. Recall that | + IIP«IU L A J / ε ( 2 ) L e t u s d e f i n e

δn := C\An

Choose now $ < L~a° with αo = 7 + y for a y > 0. Using Lemma 24 shows that

s w h e r e ^ . = supτe[l/L2Λ0υn(T)\\vLn/e{2) + | |w w (Γ) | | ^ / ε ( 2 ) ) . Thus

CL2p~λR\ +

1/?! g CLαi

CL~2pR2

= £~αi+5/2 andwith αi = αo + 3/2 = 11/2 + y. Again with Lemma 24 we obtain 2

so δ2 ύ CL~2R2 ύ CL«2 with α2 = ax + 1/2 = 5 + y.
Now we can proceed as in the example above. Using again Lemma 24 it suffices

to show δn ^ 2<52 for all n §; 3. This gives as before the conditions

CLn{2p-λ)R2

n + CL~nRn + CL-2npR2

n
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and Lmϊn^2P-χ) < 1/2. They are fulfilled for L > Lo for a Lo > 1 sufficiently large
independent of ε since o«2 > 5 and since n ^ 3. Note that this point gives not the
restriction p 4= 0. For p = 0 the variable φn has a different limit and the rate of
convergence is again L~n. D

4.4. The Proofs

Proof of Lemma 24. Without loss of generality we can assume

a) We start with estimating the linear terms. Let g e ^L«-i / ε(2). Then

and so

sup ^
/ε

b) Let .fi1^ = ^ε/LnE^^Ln/ε f° r α = c?^ To estimate the nonlinear terms in the
equations for wn we note that

II L2nε-2As

n(T-\/L2)Eh
\\e nsn

e \ \\C([l/L2,l]&Ln/ε(2))

since the spectrum of As

n is below -Cε2. Using the rules (22) and (23) shows with
L2n/ε instead of L that

Cε2

and so

sup
τe[\/L2,\]

&-2j2n{2-p) r eL
2nε

S CL~2npR2 .

c) More complicated are the estimates for the nonlinear terms in the equations for
vn. The linear semigroup for the diffusive part fulfills

II L2«8~2Λc

n(T-\/L2)Eh ||

with a constant C which can be chosen independent of L, ε, and n. We obtain with
(22) and (23) that

Nc = Sl
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where

s\ = -3ε2L~nEcnύ0vn * υn ,

s2 = -6ε4L~2nEcn(ύ0vn * (Λs

n)~ιEsn(3u0vn * υn)) - ε2L~2nEcnυn * vn * vn .

It remains to estimate s\ and s2. To obtain the required estimate for s\ we need
another L^p~2^n and for s2 another lSp~λ)n. In Remark 8 we have already mentioned
that in x-space one derivative gives L~n. In Fourier space a multiplication with //
gives also Ln. Due to (20) in ^«/ ε(2) the terms s\ and s2 are of the form

2L~2nJfK2(ε2L-Ίs2L-n(l m\ε2L-\m k\ε2L~n
si = [ε2L~2nJfK2(ε2L-Ί,s2L-n(l - m\ε2L-\m - k\ε2L~nk)

x an{l - m)an(m - k)an{k)dk dm\fλ(l),

si = [ε2L-nJKλ(ε2L-nlε2L-n(l - m\ε2L-nm)an{l - m)an(m)dm]fι(l) ,

where vn(l9x) = an(l)f\(εl/Ln,x). We have ^(0,0,0,0) = 0, since our coordinate
transform (28) was chosen in such a way that in the spatial periodic case it is
the quadratic approximation of the center manifold. Thus \K2(l, I — m,m — k,k)\ :g
C(|/| + \l — m\ + \m — k\ + |A:|) and so we gain another L~n using Lemma 14, i.e.

Cε2

The projection P\(l) is orthogonal in L2(0,2π) and given by P\(l)u = (ff\(hx)
u(l,x)dx)fi(l, ). Thus

/, / - m,m) = 3//i(/,x)/i(/ — m,x)f\(m,x)uo(x)dx .

Using now Lemma 4 shows that

Kx(l9 l-m9m) = 3f[go(x)go(x)go(x)ύo(x)

- ilgi(x)go(x)go(x)uo(x) + go(x)i(l - m)gι(x)go(x)uo(x)

+ go(χ)go(χ)v&gi(χ)uo(χ) + ^(/ 2 + (/ - ^ ) 2 + m2)] dx.

Note that UQ(X) is an even function, and so go(x) = dxuo/\\dxuo\\L2,02π) is an odd
function. By a translation of the problem, this can be assumed for all uo(ω,φ,ε).
Then the integral over the zero order terms goes finally over an odd function and
vanishes. Since additionally the first order terms cancel we have

\Kι(l,l-m9m)\ ^ C\l2 + (/ - m)2 + rπ2\ .

Thus Lemma 14 shows us that

Cr2

^ * ^ 0 ^11 II . 1 1 II NO
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and eventually \\NC\\<S,L {2p) = s2CR2L~3n(<ι-2p/3\ Hence

T

sup
τe[i/L2,i]

ε~2L2n j eL2"ε 2λ^τ-τ)Ncc

S Cε-2L2nε2R2L~3n(l-2p/3) J (T - l/L2)2p~ιdT

d) It remains to combine a), b) and c). Choosing δ and R in the above way it
is easy to see that the right-hand side of (30) defines a contraction in a ball of
radius 2CL5 / 2"α in C ( [ l / L 2 ] , ^ / ε ( 2 ) ) if L is chosen sufficiently large. Therefore
the solution which is the fixed point of this contraction stays in ^«/ ε(2) in a ball
of the same radius. D

Remark. 26. Since we have to use the smoothing properties (32) of the linear
semigroup and since we have to integrate from l/L2 to 1 we have to choose β =
2p > 0.

Remark. 27. Let us remark about the general situation uo(ω,φ,ε) that as shown in
Lemma 4 the eigenfunctions f\ and subsequently K\ has expansions with the same
properties. Consequently these estimates hold for all t/o(ω, φ,ε).

Proof of Lemma 25. a) and b) follow from the proof of the points a) and b)
of Lemma 24. The point c) follows since $/Ln/ε(2) c C°b([-Ln/(2ε\Ln/(2ε)\H2).
Now, let g e <3fL»-i/e(2) with \\g(l, - ) | | / / 2 ^ C\l\K then

^ _ l β ( 2 ) . ( 3 4 )

Applying this to p and using p(K = 0) = 0 shows the point d). Applying Lemma
14 to \eμιWLn)B-2L2n{\-\/L2) __ e-κ2(\-ι/L2)\ ^ C | ^ | s h o w s t h e p o i n t e ^ τ h e p o i n t

f) follows since the spectrum of Eh

sA is below — Cε2. D
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